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As the South Carolina Geological Survey (SCGS) enters its 198th year of opera=on, the importance of 
addressing its backlog of historical maps and drill logs has become increasingly evident. The process of 
scanning and digi=zing paper products can be incredibly =me-consuming, depending on the complexity 
of the material at hand. Up un=l this point, all historic map digi=za=on at SCGS has been done heads-up, 
by hand, click-by-click; tradi=onal raster-to-vector conversion tools have presented their own challenges 
in their inability to dis=nguish the desired features of a document (ex. contact lines) from the undesired 
ones (ex. topographic lines, such as those that may be present in a basemap). The process of digi=zing 
drill logs has similar obstacles; of the logs that are handwriKen, many are sloppy enough to be 
undetectable by tradi=onal op=cal character recogni=on (OCR), and the wide variety of differently-
formaKed log sheets over the years rules out many op=ons for automa=on. Spurred by the ongoing 
conversa=on surrounding ar=ficial intelligence (AI) online and in the media, SCGS has explored a range of 
AI-driven tools with the poten=al to enhance our digi=za=on workflow. The results, while imperfect, 
remain promising nonetheless. 

1. Slide 1: Title 
 

2. Slide 2: Introduc=on 
 

3. Slide 3: Ar=ficial intelligence is advancing at a rapid pace. Just a decade ago, the idea of AI being 
a part of everyday life was almost inconceivable. Fast forward to the present day, and the term is 
nearly ubiquitous in every facet of the American economy. From the impact it’s expected to have 
on the na=on’s GDP to the striking growth projected in the value of the AI industry, we are 
seeing rapid advancements in the development of this groundbreaking technology. 
 

4. Slide 4: In the Earth Science fields, such as Geology, Natural Hazards, Climatology, Remote 
Sensing, and Hydrology we are already seeing its impact in countless ways. 
 

5. Slide 5: As this technology evolves, we wanted to see how it could be used in our organiza=on. 
This presenta=on highlights the use of AI and ML in the enhancement of our geologic mapping 
workflows. Our research leverages ArcGIS Pro's Deep Learning toolset, Google's Cloud Vision API, 
Amazon Textract, and online LLMs like ChatGPT and Bard to improve the digi=za=on of scanned 
maps and the cataloging of historic drill hole logs. Our findings demonstrate that the 
incorpora=on of AI tools into our digi=za=on workflow has the poten=al to expedite the 
conversion process significantly. 
 

6. Slide 6: Deep Learning at SCGS (1/2) 
a. We trained a pixel classifica=on model on the Lowndesville quadrangle, visible on the 

lef. We chose the Lowndesville quad because 1), it had already been digi=zed, so we 
didn’t need to expend any addi=onal effort to create training data, and 2) because it’s 



part of a larger map series that we were interested in digi=zing the rest of, which would 
be a good way to test the efficacy of the final model anyway. 

b. Our workflow is comprised of 3 major steps, each of which is discussed more thoroughly 
in the Deep Learning sec=on of our poster: 

i. 1. Processing the scanned image -- This involved things like tweaking the 
contrast, brightness, etc. according to the needs of the scanned image to make 
the contacts pop as much as possible. These things could be done in virtually 
any image edi=ng program, but we used Photoshop. This step takes less than 5 
minutes, but it hugely improves the quality of the final model. 

ii. 2. Training and running the pixel classificaFon model -- Afer processing the 
image and =dying up the pre-vectorized data that we had already created for 
Lowndesville, it’s ready to be used as training data for the deep learning model. 
This was by far the most computa=onally intensive part of the process – it can 
take hours to days and even weeks depending on the size of your training 
dataset and your hardware limita=ons. We had unique requirements to keep in 
mind, because most applica=ons of deep learning in ArcGIS are heavily focused 
on mul=spectral imagery, like satellite imagery or aerial photos. There were not 
a lot of resources on dealing with single-band, monochroma=c imagery like a 
scanned map. Despite this, we were able to find some parameters that worked 
for us (DeepLabV3 model type + ResNet34 architecture), and the middle image 
of this sequence was the result of running the finished model on its own training 
data. The model went through each pixel in the image and sorted it into one of 
the classes that we defined, crea=ng a cleanly classified raster. It was able to 
discern the features we wanted, which are the contact lines, from the features 
we didn’t, like the contour lines, road lines, labels, etc. That dis=nc=on 
previously would not have been possible for us without human interven=on, 
and all of those extra features would have made tradi=onal raster to vector 
conversa=on tools an imprac=cal op=on for this process. 

iii. 3. Classified raster to vector lines -- This step is just a maKer of gejng the now-
classified raster back into vector format. Any number of raster-to-vector tools 
can be used to convert this back into line features, but we used the ArcScan 
extension for ArcMap. In the third image of this sequence, the red lines are what 
was done automa=cally, and the green lines are the bits that we had to do 
manually to fill in the gaps. QAQC is important -- you can see that there are s=ll 
places where a human has to fix some mistakes -- but they’re few and far 
between enough for this workflow to s=ll be a massive improvement in 
efficiency. 
 

7. Slide 7: Deep Learning at SCGS (2/2) 
Final results on the rest of the map series -- Lowndesville on the far lef, with three adjacent 
quads to the right. Once again, the red lines are the parts done autonomously by the computer, 
and the green lines are edits made by a human reviewer. While it may have taken several hours 
or days to do this amount of work the old-fashioned way, with this new workflow, the contact 
lines for the en=re rest of the map series were digi=zed in around an hour. 



 
8. Slide 8: OCR at SCGS (1/7) 

The first of two methods we used for OCR was Google Cloud Vision, an AI-based deep image 
analysis tool to help digi=ze map units and their corresponding explana=ons. This service 
provided us with deep image analysis capabili=es, which we used to detect specific text within 
scans of our old paper geologic maps. The informa=on extracted by the tool was then 
programma=cally stored in the appropriate fields of a corresponding Descrip=onOfMapUnits 
table, located in a GeMS-compliant geodatabase that was created for the quadrangle at hand. 

9. Slide 9: OCR at SCGS (2/7) 
This slide shows screenshots from the original scanned paper map we used during this project, 
as well as a screenshot with digital DMU data that has been input via a combina=on of ArcPy and 
OCR from Google Cloud Vision. 
We chose to test this workflow on the Lowndesville quadrangle, mostly due to how it returned 
favorable results in the digi=za=on por=on of the project, as outlined earlier in the presenta=on. 

10. Slide 10: OCR at SCGS (3/7) 
These are snippets from the two codes we used to perform the opera=on, with the one on the 
lef performing the Google Vision text extrac=on, and the one to the right making use of ArcPy 
to populate the geodatabase with that data. 
Google provides support for their service through a wide variety of programming languages, 
including Java, Python, and C#; however, we chose to use Python due to the ease of integra=on 
with ArcGIS’s ArcPy Python module.  

11. Slide 11: OCR at SCGS (4/7) 
To compensate for the lack of an in-house programmer, we heavily relied on web-based AI 
chatbots powered by large language models (LLMs) such as Google’s Bard and OpenAI’s ChatGPT.  
The screenshots featured on this slide show some examples of these tools making modifica=ons 
and improving code, helping to debug and detect errors, and simply wri=ng whole blocks of code 
by themselves. We were overall surprised by the accuracy of these results; despite OpenAI's lack 
of associa=on with Google, and ArcPy’s status as a proprietary package, ChatGPT demonstrated 
a strong “knowledge” of coding and module-specific tasks. 

12. Slide 12: OCR at SCGS (5/7) 
The second sofware we used in this project when it came to Op=cal Character Recogni=on was 
Amazon Textract. Amazon Textract is an Op=cal Character Recogni=on service provided as part of 
the Amazon Web Services (AWS) suite of cloud compu=ng plaoorms. Textract uses machine 
learning algorithms pooled from various AWS services to help extract text and structured data 
for various types of documents. What sets Textract apart is its ability to analyze documents that 
do not follow a predefined template, such as a form or simple set of paragraphs. Instead, it 
leverages machine learning to extract text and data that align with a user-specified query, 
including typed or handwriKen text. This feature is par=cularly useful for scenarios like 
processing the handwriKen drill logs we have collected at the Survey. 
 

13. Slide 13: OCR at SCGS (6/7) 
One very unique feature of Textract we really took advantage of is its ability to use queries.  As 
you can see in this slide’s demo screenshots, you can feed in a document, ask the tool to answer 
a wide range of ques=ons within the document, and it will quickly return answers, without 



requiring the user to specify any context or background informa=on. We asked the queries 
shown here, in the middle, and the answers unique to this drill log appear, despite the log being 
handwriKen and in ques=onable handwri=ng. Addi=onally, in the snippet on the right, you can 
see how you can also search for a specific word across drill logs -- in this example, sand -- and 
Textract will be able to pull out where this occurs and in what context. 
 

14. Slide 14: OCR at SCGS (7/7) 
Once the process is complete, Textract can create a csv including all the data requested through 
the queries into one easy-to-use, tabular format, shown in the screenshot above.  This data can 
then be processed in a variety of ways, including within ArcGIS through ArcPy. 
As you can see in the image of the spreadsheet we created, we asked Textract the following 
queries:  
What is the drill hole number? 
What is the date? 
Who was it drilled by? 
What is the eleva;on? 
What are the UTM coordinate numbers? 
Who was it logged by? 
What is the descrip;on of the loca;on? 
 

15. Slide 15: As we move forward into what many experts call “The Age of Ar=ficial Intelligence,” we 
must remain cognizant of the poten=al dangers that could result from becoming overly reliant 
on this technology. 
 

16. Slide 16: While there are things to be wary of moving forward, we would also be remiss not to 
acknowledge the posi=ves. In industries ranging from Healthcare to Transporta=on, 
Manufacturing, Financial Services, Real Estate, and Scien=fic Research, AI has already proven to 
be a very useful tool. The use of AI in geologic research will only con=nue to grow, and through 
this presenta=on, we aim to provide a valuable framework for other State Surveys and to extend 
an open invita=on to collaborate in this endeavor. 
 

17. Slide 17: Closing 
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

GROWTH

Expected growth of 
21% to the nation’s 
GDP by 2030.

PRODUCTIVITY

64% of businesses 
expect AI to increase 
productivity in their 
business operations.

VALUE

Expected to reach a 
$407 billion dollar 
value by 2027, up from 
$86 billion in 2022.
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Source: Forbes Advisor



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
IN THE GEOSCIENCES

GEOLOGY
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CLIMATOLOGYNATURAL HAZARDS

HYDROLOGYREMOTE SENSING

ENERGY
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AT THE SOUTH CAROLINA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

• Why are we using it?
• Legacy Data
• Historic Maps
• Historic Drill Logs

• AI Tools we used…
• ChatGPT
• Google Cloud Vision
• Amazon Textract
• ESRI Deep Learning 

• Benefits provided…
• Saves time
• Improves Accuracy
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DEEP LEARNING

• AI > Machine Learning > Deep 
Learning

• Neural networks – based on the 
structure of the human brain

• 2019: Esri releases Deep Learning 
capabilities in ArcGIS Pro 2.3

Processed Classified Vectorized
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OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION

• Google Cloud Vision API
• An AI-based tool within the Google Cloud Suite of products
• Includes deep image analysis capabilities allowing for the 

extraction of Map Units as well as their corresponding 
explanations

• A .csv file with the relevant data was created by the tool, 
allowing for easy input into a file geodatabase table using 
ArcPy 
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OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION
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OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION
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OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION

Error DebuggingImprovements / Modifications Whole Blocks of Code
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OCR – AMAZON TEXTRACT

• Amazon Textract 
• An Optical Character Recognition service 

provided as part of the Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) suite of cloud computing platforms

• Uses a variety of machine learning algorithms 
pooled from various AWS services, and uses 
them to help extract text and structured data for 
various types of documents.

• We used this service to extract, sort, and 
organize data from our database of thousands 
of drill log scans.
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OCR – AMAZON TEXTRACT
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OCR – AMAZON TEXTRACT



THE FUTURE OF AI
THE BAD

• Job Loss

• Disinformation

• AI Bias
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• Consumer Privacy



THE FUTURE OF AI
THE GOOD
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Decision Making

24/7 Operations

Cost-Savings

Productivity

Human Error

Healthcare

Transportation

Scientific Research

Financial Services

Manufacturing

Real Estate

Task Automation



THANK YOU
Robert Clark, Darby DeBruhl, Gerald Krieger 

ClarkRL@dnr.sc.gov

DeBruhlD@dnr.sc.gov

KriegerG@dnr.sc.gov

South Carolina Geological Survey
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